PAPER MILLS
QUARRIES AND MINING
STEEL WORKS
HANDLING

LIFTING
CEMENT WORKS
HYDRO POWER
NUCLEAR PLANT
CHEMICAL PLANTS
WIND TURBINES
FOOD INDUSTRY
MARINE

GEARBOXES,

CRITICAL COMPONENTS
IN YOUR SYSTEMS

GEARBOXES
> INNOVATION
Innovation is part of our daily work as we always
aim for the most appropriate solution for our
customers.
Foc Transmissions is an expert in drivetrain design and
works closely with its customers on innovative projects.
These programmes are undertaken with innovation clusters
which bring together research laboratories, engineering
centres and major high technology customers. We provide
custom solutions using leading edge techniques and
equipment:
Design and optimisation of gear trains
Calculation of stresses in power trains
3D geometric and mechanical modelling
Finite element analysis and optimisation
Realistic computer generated videos and images
Prototyping

> DRIVETRAIN COMPONENTS

Gear
couplings

The single-source solution. We have a large
drivetrain assemblies on their own or as a
Added advantage: a single manufacturer’s

Mains voltage squirrel
squirrel cage motors

High torsional rigidity

Mains voltage squirrel cage motors

Torque 1200 to 7,000,780 N.m

Rating from 0.06 to 2000 kW

Compact, simple, robust

Cast iron or aluminium carcass

Custom models

Voltage, speed, protection and type
of construction to meet individual
specifications.

We can also supply
- disc couplings
- flexible couplings
- barrel couplings
- spring couplings

We can also supply high voltage
squirrel cages and custom motors

A RELIABLE COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION TO MEET
> TAILLAGE
> CUSTOM
SOLUTIONS

Paper mills
Guillotine
Gearbox for the paper production
line at FIBRE EXCELLENCE
in Tarascon
Rating 37 kW

Custom solutions tailored to each project. Our flexible, responsive approach enables us to adapt
our processes to your specifications, standards and dimensional and cost constraints.

Steelworks
Dual output gearbox for shears
Gearboxes for cutting sheet steel
Output torque 15000 N.m
Designed for steelworks

Nuclear plant
Equipment hatch for Flamanville 3
Gearbox for opening and closing
the equipment hatch at Flamanville 3
pressurised water reactor
to EDF specifications

GRR 1:18.2

range of products enabling us to supply
complete drivetrain.
warrantee for the entire system.

> STANDARDS

Universal, modular solutions
for low cost and short delivery times

Olympe range
Flexible and high availability

Constant fill
fluid couplings
For 5 to 2200 kW motors
With or without delay chamber
Any type of flange
We can also supply variable fill fluid
couplings for 200 to 3000 kW motors

Torque 1,400 N.m to 692,000 N.m
GRR from 1:1 to 1:800
Solid, hollow or spline input and output shafts
Bolt-down or shaft-mounted
Cast iron casing (steel or ductile iron as required)
Any orientation
Options: input shaft lantern gear, output shaft
flange, torque arm, backstop clutch, clamping
ring, torque arm, high IP, fan or cooling unit, etc
Delivery 4 to 8 weeks

Mercure range
Robust and reliable
Torque 40 N.m to 5500 N.m
GRR from 10:10 to 10:3600
Shaft offset 50 to 240 mm
Solid or hollow input and output shafts
Any orientation
Cast iron casing (steel on request)
Options: output shaft flange, clamping ring,
torque arm, reduced play, combined unit,
flange or lantern gear input shaft, etc

ALL REQUIREMENTS

Rail transport
Diesel locomotive
Gearbox for 746 kW diesel
engine designed for speeds
between 700 and 2100 rpm

Hydropower dam
Flood valves
Primary drive gearbox for Stoney
gates on the Pizançon dam
Designed to EDF hydropower
standards

> QUALITY CONTROL
Control over all processes
There are procedures for each stage of production with qualification and approval
stages (contract review, design review, outsourcing, traceability, in-production
inspections and end product testing).
Quality plans and specific inspections ensure that custom products meet all the
requirements defined in standards, contracts and regulations.
Inspections are carried out at each fabrication stage in a leading edge metrology
laboratory. The test phase ends with a final test on a test bed (noise, vibration, self-heating,
gear contact surfaces, paint quality, etc).
The final quality of our products is certified by all the test reports produced at each stage
(ultrasound, dye penetration, magnetic particle inspection, dimensional measurements, etc).

IN-DEPTH
EXPERTISE

Consultancy

IN OUR CORE BUSINESS
GEARS

Investigations

Gears

Design

Gearboxes
Speed increasers
Mechanical couplings

Foc Transmissions provides a wide range
of products and services to meet all drivetrain
requirements.

Motors
Installation
inspection

Hydraulic couplings

Fabrication

Maintenance

A QUALITY, SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENT APPROACH
Going beyond its international culture and its thorough
grasp of the standards and regulations involved in its
business, the foundations of Foc Transmissions are built
on the expertise and professionalism of its staff.
The company values skills, rigour, proactivity and
dedication. Our quality, safety and environment approach
is centred on risk management using ISO 9001,
OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 through a continuous
improvement policy based on transparency, listening
and discussion.

A COMMUNITY ROLE
Foc Transmissions contributes to local economic
development. Based on meeting our commitments,
humility, team work and openness, we build strong
relationships with our customers and suppliers.
Working in infrastructure sectors such as nuclear
power, rail transport, aeronautics and the cement
industry, we contribute to European growth
and its technological excellence.

> CUSTOMERS

FOC TRANSMISSIONS,
AT THE HEART OF A HISTORICAL
INDUSTRIAL REGION

Alcan
Alstom
Arcelormittal
Areva
Aubert et Duval
Bouygues
Caterpillar

17-19 rue du 11 novembre
38200 Vienne
Tél. +33 (0)4 74 53 25 90
Fax +33 (0)4 74 31 92 50
accueil@foc-transmissions.fr
www.foc-transmissions.fr

Ciments de Gabes
CMI
Constellium
DCNS
EDF
Eiffage
Eurocopter
Fayat
ICS
Italcimenti
Lafarge
Manitowoc
OCP
Poclain Hydraulics
Rio Tinto
Rhodia
Riva group
Sandvick
Skoda
SNCF
SNIM
Thales
Technip
Westinghouse
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